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EUROCHAMBRES

• Founded by 6 Chambers 1958

• 45 Members, 43 countries, 2 transnational Networks 

• ~ 1.700 regional Chambers 

• > 20.000.000 companies > 120.000.000 employees

• Cross-sectoral



Coal in the EU Economy

• Hard coal production  2018 ~74m t,    80% since 1990

• Brown coal production 2018 <370m t,    47% since 1990

• Total coal consumption 2018 ~600m tons

• Hard coal consumption 2018 ~220m t,    55% since 1990

• Brown coal consumption 2018 ~380m t,    45% since 1990

• ~60% of brown coal & ~90% of hard coal used in 

electricity production



Coal in the EU Economy

• 2018 ~13.2% of energy supply & ~20% of power supply 
from coal

• Intended coal energy production phase out:

• FR by 2022

• IT, IE by 2025

• DK, ES, NL, PT, FI by 2030

• DE by 2034-2038

• Primary drivers of     in coal consumption in recent years:

• Expansion of wind and solar

• Fossil gas replaced coal as CO2 prices

• Coal plant closures 



EU Legislation

• ETS: no free allocations to power sector, Art 10c 
derogation extended in revised ETS Directive

• EMR: Subsidies to generation capacity emitting 550gr 
CO2/kWh or more phased out 

• RED: target of at least 32% RE by 2030

• EE: target of 32.5% energy effiency gains by 2030

• Governance Regulation: NECPs to be finalised by 31 
December 2019

• IED: new BAT for “Large Combustion Plants” adopted by 
Commission in 2017 



EU Climate Strategy & Green Deal



Key challenges for decarbonisation

• Swift & effective implementation of framework (EE, RE, 

Electricity Market Directive etc)

• cost-competitive access to energy is essential for industry

• Further drive R&D in & scaling up of CCUS across Europe

• Security of raw materials supply

• Integration of low-carbon gases into market



Carbon (Border) Tax

• Carbon tax vs. carbon border tax

• ECH in favour of volume-based carbon pricing system

• Doubts in regard to carbon border tax:

• Tax on final product or on material input?

• How assess carbon content if value chain outside EU?

• Additional reporting requirements?

• How ensure compliance with WTO rules?



Product Carbon/Environmental Footprint

• Council Conclusions 2008, Commission Study on Product 
Carbon Footprint 2010

• Starting point of Product Environmental Footprint

• Methodology of PEF finished in 2013, first pilot phase 
2013-2016

• Should remain voluntary:

• Assessment/enforcement if value chain outside EU?

• Very complex, risk of excessive administrative burden

• Still little SME participation, risk of top-down process

• Unclear how coal input can be offset at later stage



EUROCHAMBRES Conclusions

• MS’ right to determine energy mix must remain untouched

• ETS as main instrument, sceptical of general carbon tax

• Market principle must prevail, thus also capacity mechanisms
only under specific circumstances

• Too many questions about carbon border tax remain

• PEF should remain voluntary

• Effective implementation instead of ever changing targets

• Consideration of different regional starting points and needs

• Embed EU Climate Strategy in global efforts

• Technology-neutrality, optimal application for each technology
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